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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This deliverable provides specifications for data acquisition, management and access within the OPTi 
framework. The use cases and the OPTi architecture defined in WP2 are taken into account to provide a 
sound solution for data storage and management.  

The different logical storages defined in the OPTi architecture in deliverable 2.5 System architecture 
specification (Ver. 2) [1] are condensed into four types of storage. Storages for time series (sensor) data, 
topology models, generic models, and storage for poll ratings enable to manage the variety of data types 
used in OPTi framework. Topology models are used within the OPTi framework to model the network 
topology of the district heating and cooling (DHC) system. Some modelling tools used in the OPTi 
framework are only capable to use the tools own modelling format. The storage for generic models is used 
to store models created by these modelling tools. Unified Modeling Language (UML) class models define 
the topology of data types as well as database schemas for storage implementation. 

The OPTi framework consists of several systems that need to communicate with the Data Management 
Layer. The specifics of each data storage and corresponding data format are taken into account to provide a 
well suited application programming interface (API) for the other components of the OPTi framework. The 
Data Management Layer offers an API to enable information exchange for all OPTi components. Depending 
on the kind of data and requirements on data access, customised methods for data access are offered.  

The Data Management Component is a central and important component in the OPTi framework. It 
establishes the connection from the Real Layer to the rest of the components in the OPTi framework. To 
meet crucial demands on availability and robustness, service operation strategies have been implemented. 
These strategies aim at minimising failure risks and enabling fast recovery to allow as non-disruptive service 
provisioning as possible. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The OPTi project develops and combines beyond state-of-the-art technologies and solutions for the 
virtualization of physical processes, for smart metering and sensing, for modelling of consumers and 
economic aspects, for optimisation-based distributed control schemas, aiming to increase the overall 
energy efficiency of DHC systems. [1] 

A common data model is a necessary part of any ICT infrastructure. Nevertheless, these infrastructures 
today have changed from monolithic systems, with a single data model and a single data store to a system-
of-systems infrastructure where multiple systems, multiple data models and multiple data stores are 
involved. This shift to multiple data models and data stores also holds for the OPTi framework which is used 
by several stakeholders and systems, such as users via the virtual knob or an automated upload of users 
consumption data. Moreover, systems such as an operator user interface (operator UI) or a control system 
rely on the data stored in the OPTi framework. Additionally, a heterogeneous set of data has to be 
integrated into the OPTi framework. This data ranges from external weather data and market prices over 
sensor data to building and geometry data. The fact that there could be easily hundreds of users uploading 
their consumption data and the diversity of systems and data makes the need for efficient storing, 
managing, and exchanging the data evident.  

Within this deliverable Data modelling and management the overall approach to model the different kinds 
of data as well as their management is introduced and explained in detail. Within the OPTi project this 
deliverable complements Deliverable 2.5 System architecture specification (Ver. 2) [1] by detailing the 
presented Data Management and Storage Layer with its Data Storage Component and its Data 
Management Component. It analyses the use cases and scenarios presented in deliverable 2.1 State-of-the-
art, scenarios, requirements and KPI [2] from a data modelling and management perspective. Eventually, 
necessary data models and functionalities of the different elements within the Data Storage Component 
and the Data Management Component are presented. These data may be nearly static with no 
considerable changes, or the data may change occasionally, or the data may change frequently. Typically, 
these differences in frequency of changes need different data models and data storages to keep up 
performance and efficiency of the storage solution as well as of the overall system. Thus, we present the 
data models and the corresponding database schemas used for all databases of the data storage 
component. For details, please refer to D2.3 and D2.5. Based on presented data models and corresponding 
database schemas we present the API that allows other systems to upload and retrieve data from the OPTi 
framework. Special effort is put on strategies for minimising risks and impact of failures in the Data 
Management & Storage Layer. 

 

This deliverable is structured as follows. Chapter 2 summarises the past deliverables that influences the 
data management. Furthermore, a data management view on the use cases with data management 
interaction is presented. The four different types of storages and especially handled data in these storages 
is presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 then transfers the presented types of storage to the concrete platform 
design of the data management. Different risks and strategies for minimising the risk or the impact of 
failures during operations are presented in Chapter 5. Eventually, we provide a conclusion and a brief 
outlook on future tasks. 
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2 DATA ACCESS AND EXCHANGE SCENARIOS 

Within this chapter we briefly recapitulate the outcomes of Deliverable D2.1 [2] and D2.5 [1]. We start with 
an overview of the components of the OPTi system architecture. Here, we focus on the two components 
for data management and data storage and their interactions with other components. After taking up the 
system architecture we briefly present the outcome of the use case and scenario analysis of D2.1 which will 
be used as a starting point for the extraction of scenarios from a data management perspective. This 
perspective includes interactions between components of the OPTi framework and the Data Management 
& Storage Layer. 

 

 

2.1 OPTI SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

In order to clarify the necessity of this deliverable within the OPTi project the overall system architecture is 
recapitulated in this section. The different components are introduced briefly. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Architecture overview (D2.5) 
Figure 2.1 shows the overall architecture developed in OPTi. For details, please consult Deliverable 2.5 [1]. 
The architecture is roughly divided into five different layers. 

Real Layer 

The Real Layer represents elements of the real world and thus acts as the interface from the OPTi 
framework to the real world. It contains different stakeholders, systems and data available.  
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This layer is important because its members directly interact with the Data Storage Component. The 
systems store and retrieve data and thus need an API to the Data Storage Component in order to access the 
databases. Furthermore, the available data has to be represented by a data model in order to store it 
within the OPTi framework. Both, the data models and the API will be presented in Chapter 4. 

Data Management & Storage Layer 

This layer of the OPTi system architecture is detailed within this document. It is divided into two parts: the 
Data Storage Component and the Data Management Component. The storage component stores and offers 
data via an API. The stored data adheres to one of the presented data models and are transferred in the 
Webservice communication format, which enables seamless integration of many components of the OPTi 
framework due to its platform independence. The management component is responsible for performing 
data analysis functionality and ensuring data integrity. Furthermore, it provides APIs to the other 
components of OPTi framework. The storage component, its data models and APIs is introduced in Chapter 
3 and the management component, its functionality and its API in Chapter 4. 

Modelling Layer 

The Modelling Layer consists of three components: Physical Modelling Component, Consumer Modelling 
Component and Economic Modelling Component. These components represent models as abstractions of 
the real world. These models are created by domain experts of certain fields, are created by different tools 
and are typically stored as files in different data formats. The used tools may use an open data format or a 
binary format hampering the exchange and integration with other tools. Nevertheless, the models are an 
important piece of information, especially if they can be used for simulation, for other systems. They can be 
used to realise sophisticated analysis or control algorithms. In turn, the models need information from the 
Real Layer in order to access real world data. Thus, this layer is also important since the Modelling Layer 
uses the API of the Data Management Component to access data from the Real Layer, to store models or to 
retrieve other models. Therefore, the data management component has to offer this functionality and has 
to deal with the integration of the different tools used in the Modelling Layer and their different data 
formats. 

Control & Optimisation Layer 

This layer is mainly responsible for developing optimisation strategies as well as control behaviour for the 
overall DHC system in OPTi. To realise development of optimisation strategies, the component rely on 
stored data. It can access this data via an API of the Data Management Component. 

Simulation Layer 

This layer completely focuses on the simulation and the integration with MatLab and Dymola. It also 
accesses data via an API of the Data Management Component. 

In the next section the use cases and scenarios described in Deliverable D2.1 are taken up and analysed 
from a data management perspective. This analysis includes the interactions with Data Management 
Component These scenarios are then used as a basis for the chapters detailing the data models, the 
database schemas and the offered APIs. 

In OPTi framework several data types are commonly used. Time Series data are basically data consisting of 
timestamped values. This data appears mainly when sensors store their measurement data. Therefore, this 
kind of data is in combination with a sensor also called Sensor Data. A data set of this kind of data reaches 
easily hundreds of thousands data points. The model of the DHC network layout is stored as Physical 
Topology data. For this kind of data it is important to handle large models with tens of thousands elements. 
The data type Model is capable of storing arbitrary model files, this includes also the Demographic and log 
file data type. The Virtual Knob collects user feedback and sends this as User Rating to the Data 
Management Component. The Virtual Knob is implemented on embedded or low end devices with low 
computing power. This data type must be designed in a way that it could be handled by such devices. 
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2.2 SCENARIOS OF DATA MANAGEMENT  

 
Deliverable D2.1 [2] defines eight essential Use Cases (UC-01 to UC-08) for the OPTi project. This section 
describes data usage scenarios by aligning these use cases to both involved components of the OPTi 
framework (see Figure 2.1.) and central data management capabilities. The use cases described in D2.1 are: 
 

1. UC-01: Peak Load Reduction (Mallorca) 
2. UC-02: Peak Load Reduction (Luleå) 
3. UC-03: Decreased Supply Temperature in the DH Network (Luleå) 
4. UC-04: Limitations in DH Network (Luleå) 
5. UC-05: Optimizing Valves (Luleå) 
6. UC-06: Energy Reduction (Luleå) 
7. UC-07: Improved Efficiency (Luleå) 
8. UC-08: Optimising Consumer Selection and Incentives for ADR (Luleå) 

 
Based on these use cases we performed an analysis from a data management perspective and inferred 
necessary functionality as well as necessary data that has to be available within the OPTi framework. From 
analysis of the first two use cases UC-01 and UC-02 the following requirements from a data management 
perspective can be derived: 
 
UC-01 and UC 02: Peak Load Reduction 

Operation Datatype Description of Data Source 

STORE TimeSeries Sensor Data from Real Layer (Temperature, Power…) 

LOAD TimeSeries Sensor Data from Real Layer (Temperature, Power…) 

STORE TimeSeries External Context Information (Weather…) 

STORE PhysicalTopology DHC Network Layout 

LOAD PhysicalTopology DHC Network Layout 

STORE PhysicalTopology Optimised DHC Network Layout 

STORE Model Topology Simulation Model 

STORE UserRating Feedback from users in pilots (via Virtual Knob) 

STORE Demographic Anonymous identity of the unit/geographical 
place/house/person/Mac ID  

 
It is obvious that different data has to be stored. Time series data coming from the sensors within the Real 
Layer that represents different measured properties of the overall OPTi system have to be stored and 
loaded. Furthermore, the DHC network layout has to be stored in the system as rather static topological 
data. A system that optimises this layout has to be able to load the layout and to store back the optimised 
layout. For the Virtual Knob system the user rating has to be stored in the databases. Note that as users can 
reside in different countries special care must be taken to get the correct time so that we are able to 
process the data correctly. This will be handled by the Data Management System. User feedback would 
consist of a thermal comfort value quantified to be within an appropriate scale. 
The two use cases UC-03 and UC-04 have the same requirements as UC-01 and UC-02 before. They need to 
be able to store and load time series data from the Real Layer. 
 
UC-03 Decreased Supply Temperature in the DH Network and UC-04 Limitations in DH Network (Luleå) 

Operation Datatype Description of Data Source 

STORE TimeSeries Sensor Data from Real Layer (Temperature, Power…) 

STORE TimeSeries External Context Information (Weather…) 

LOAD TimeSeries Sensor Data from Real Layer (Temperature, Power…) 

 
When analysing UC-05 a similar set of requirements emerges: 
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UC-05 Optimizing Valves (Luleå) 

Operation Datatype Description of Data Source 

STORE TimeSeries Sensor Data from Real Layer (Temperature, Power…) 

STORE TimeSeries External Context Information (Weather…) 

LOAD TimeSeries Sensor Data from Real Layer (Temperature, Power…) 

UPDATE PhysicalTopology New Version of DHC Network Layout 

 
Nevertheless, there is an additional requirement. The new version of a network layout has to be stored 
within the system. The Optimization and Control Component will provide solutions to improve the 
performance of the DHC network, for example through providing an optimised control subsystem or a 
suggestion to improve the DHC infrastructure (UC-01, UC-03, UC-06). In all these method a new/updated 
models will be stored in the Data Management & Storage Layer.  
 
The analysis of UC-06 and UC-07 resolved the following requirements: 
 
UC-06 and UC 07: Energy Reduction and Improved Efficiency (Luleå) 

Operation Datatype Description of Data Source 

LOAD TimeSeries Sensor Data from Real Layer (Temperature, Power…) 

LOAD TimeSeries External Context Information (Weather…) 

LOAD TimeSeries Consumer baselines from the CM component 

LOAD PhysicalTopology DHC Network Layout 

STORE PhysicalTopology Optimised DHC Network Layout 

LOAD PhysicalTopology Buildings Models 

STORE PhysicalTopology Optimised Buildings Models 

LOAD Model Control subsystem 

STORE Model Optimised Control subsystem 

LOAD Model Consumer comfort models from the CM component  

STORE Model Proposed Consumer comfort models  

LOAD Model Consumer behavioural models    

LOAD Model Economic modelling   

 
Since these two use cases are simulation based, their requirements were analysed and combined together. 
Furthermore, it can be seen that UC-07 is a subset of UC-06 since the later one will optimize the overall 
system, including the control subsystem which is the subject of UC-07.  
These use cases, which is carried within the Optimization and Control Component, will require the access to 
different models to simulate the DHC in Luleå and will store an optimized models of various components. 
Data from the real layer will be retrieved in order to validate the proposed improvements.    
 
 
When analysing UC-08 more requirements from a data management perspective can be derived: 
 
UC-08 Optimising Consumer Selection and Incentives for ADR (Luleå) 

Operation Datatype Description of Data Source 

LOAD Model ADR event configuration parameters (date and time of the 
event, the set of buildings that will participate in the event, the 
peak to be avoided, i.e. amount of energy to be reduced) 

LOAD Model Consumer contract information 

LOAD TimeSeries Market prices  

LOAD Model Consumer comfort models from the CM component  

LOAD TimeSeries Consumer baselines from the CM component 

STORE Model Economic modelling configuration parameters 
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LOAD Model Performance evaluation results relating to the economic aspects 

STORE Model Business modelling data  

LOAD TimeSeries Sensor Data (consumption of (i) space heating (ii) hot water, (iii) 
combined; outside Temperature; indoor set point temperature),  
consumption data and indoor set point temperature data can be 
at apartment level, building level or system level. 

LOAD TimeSeries Holiday/non-holiday 

LOAD PhysicalTopology DHC Network Model 

LOAD TimeSeries/UserRating Consumer feedback from Virtual Knob (comfort value 1 to 4) 

UPDATE TimeSeries Baseline consumption values (at apartment level, building level 
or system level) 

UPDATE TimeSeries Utility function values (at apartment level, building level or 
system level) 

LOAD Model Incentive strategies 

 
Note that the model containing the ADR event configuration parameters is of the form {Date&time, UserID 
(or BuildingID), KWh}. Another idea suggests the ADR event configuration parameters to be stored 
separately in the Data Management Component. Having the ADR event configuration parameters 
separately in the Data Management Component leads to a more fine grained access of the data but 
requires customised integration in the evaluation environment. 
Apart from the use cases there is one requirement from simulations that has to be kept: 
 
Simulations 

Operation Datatype Description of Data Source 

STORE Log File Output of the communication protocols 

 
The simulator component only stores log-files from simulations, as it is solely responsible for the 
coordination of the different simulator components and organises their communication. The data 
exchanged between the simulators are not stored in the Data Management Component. Intermediate and 
final results are written or read by each simulator whenever necessary. 
 

 
Figure 2.2 Use cases from data management perspective 

 
In summary, Figure 2.2 depicts the interactions between different components of the OPTi framework, as 
well as pilot infrastructures (e.g. sensors) with the central Data Management Component. Both pilot sites 
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have to be able to store sensor data, while a sensor is accessed, or loaded, by several components of 
different layers, such as the Economic Modelling Component or the Optimization & Control Component. 
Furthermore, the topological models are mainly used by the simulation and are created and edited by the 
Physical Modelling Component. The Virtual Knob system instead stores and retrieves user rating data. 
 
 

2.3 DATA FORMATS AND DATA PROTOCOLS 

The Data Management Component is accessed by other components of the OPTi framework. The use cases 
defined in the previous section and in [2] show the different scenarios where access to the data 
management component is needed. Depending on the scenario the components work in different 
environments and some of them put special requirements on the way the Data Management Component is 
accessed. 

On the one hand, the following components of the OPTi system architecture - Optimisation and Control, 
Economic Modelling, Physical Modelling, and Consumer Modelling - run in a typical personal computer 
environment. On the other hand, systems in the Real Layer (c.f. Figure 2.1) and especially the measurement 
systems connected to the sensors have substantial parts implemented as embedded systems. These 
metering infrastructures connect to the Data Management Component via a so-called gateway. A gateway 
basically translates information between different network systems. The connection between the gateway 
of the metering infrastructure and the Data Management Component is strictly limited to the features of 
the specific gateway. 

The OPTi framework intends to use different gateways. The mechanism for data import is two-fold. First, 
there is the data transfer protocol. Here, we use the Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP) and the File 
Transfer Protocol (FTP). The second part is the encoding of the payload (actual data representation). All 
gateways use a very basic format of comma separated values (CSV).  

For the systems in the Real Layer providing data other than time series or sensor data, the system uses an 
adaptation approach for integrating heterogeneous data into a data model based on a certain meta-model. 
The adaptation approach uses a domain specific language [3] [4] and employs code generators in order to 
generate integration and adaptation plugins. These plugins transform the data adhering to one data model 
to the OPTi data model. The data model is introduced in [5]. More details on the idea of the integration 
approach are found in [6]. The transfer protocol is a WebService communication while the payload is 
encoded in XML. 

Additionally, the modelling tools using a proprietary data format are permitted to upload model files into 
the system, even though they are only accessible by the tool. For uploading these files we implement 
support for both, FTP and WebService communication, while the payload is binary encoded. 

 

In this chapter we presented the OPTi Architecture from the viewpoint of the Data Management & Storage 
Layer. The use cases UC-01 – UC-08 from D2.1 were used to extract all interaction points between the Data 
Management Component and other components of the OPTi framework. The interactions and the 
description of data types are used to define appropriate APIs for the components of the OPTi framework. 
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3 STORAGE SPECIFICATION 

In the OPTi framework the Data Management & Storage Layer with its components is responsible to meet 
the information requirements of the other components. In the following sections four different storages 
are presented. In combination, these four storages provide a robust, scalable, and extensible foundation for 
the Data Management Component. To present and model the data models we use UML [7] class diagrams, 
that have been refined and slightly extended in [8] [9] [10]. 

3.1 SENSOR STORAGE  

As depicted in Figure 3.1, several modelling components in OPTi utilise sensor data readings on buildings 
and household level. Sensor readings are collected via deployed sensor networks which propagate their 
actual measurement in form of a value with a timestamp recurrently to a local data aggregator. This local 
data aggregator is commonly installed on building / household level and acts as a gateway to site-specific 
sensor storage for each pilot site. These intermediate storage systems perpetually upload aggregated 
sensor readings as time series to the central data storage. The sensor networks and data collection is 
maintained by the Pilot specific OPTi partner, who is also responsible upload the collected data to the 
central storage system hosted by RWTH Aachen by using standard data exchange protocols such as FTP, 
Email (IMAP) or via direct Webservice calls (REST/SOAP). The sensor readings are encoded as comma 
separated text files per sensor which contain a list of timestamps and values. 

  

Figure 3.1 Internal data format for time series sensor readings [11] 
 

The central storage converts all incoming time series data into a homogenous internal format. Thus, 
measurements are assembled by using a well-defined data structure. Figure 3.1 depicts the essential parts 
of this internal data structure as a UML class diagram and was developed and validated in previous 
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research projects such as Wattalyst FP-71. Values can be either numeric or Boolean or represent a missing 
or bad entry. Each sensor has a physical unit and a quantization. All sensor values are assigned to a Sensor 
which is again assigned to Locations. This forms a hierarchical structure and allows retrieving all Sensors 
and readings for a specified location. 

Section 2.2 defined detailed data needs for OPTi components and one major requirement is the efficient 
retrieval of information for distinct time interval. An example for such queries is the heating energy 
consumption values for all households in Lulea between a specific timeframe, e.g. October 12th 9AM-11AM. 
The most performant way to provide data is a constant retrieval time which is independent from the input 
time frame. This can only be achieved if the time series data is indexed accordingly. As relational databases 
are inappropriate for this scenario (the number of indices and necessary join operations exceed reasonable 
limits), all values are stored in a NoSQL storage which is based on the Hierarchical Data Format (HDF5) 
which is able to deal with huge data sets and is widely used in scientific applications [12]. 

Figure 3.2 Illustration of equidistant interpolation 
 

HDF enables data access in constant time by assuming, that all sensor values for a sensors are stored in an 
equidistant time series with a constant quantization, e.g. “one value per minute”. Figure 3.2 illustrates this 
approach which requires interpolation, as sensor readings will naturally deviate from precise minutely 
intervals. ∆t is the quantization interval. The interpolation is implemented via weighted mean computation 
for reasonable sampling intervals. Hence, bigger data gaps (w.r.t. to the quantization of the sensor) will not 
be filled up by interpolated values but marked as “missing” values. 

Interpolation may introduce small deviations to the original measurements. However, data analysis from 
previous research projects showed that these effects are neglect able and this approach has a huge 
advantage as it allows efficient, automated calculations and comparability of these time series data. In 
addition, the original, “raw”, measurements are stored in an additional archive structure. 

The Sensor Storage implements the Sensor Storage parts of the Data Management & Storage Layer. It 
connects Market prices, Weather information, Internet data retrieval, Sensors, and Consumption data from 
the Real Layer with the logical storage for Market data and introduces an additional logical storage for 
general sensor data. All data access APIs and Data Aggregation, Verification & Analysis functionality 
concerning sensor data is also included. These APIs and Storages are used in the Use Cases UC-01, UC-02, 
UC-03, UC-04, UC-05, UC-08 for storing and loading time-series Data (Sensor Data) from the Real Layer. 

3.2 TOPOLOGY MODEL STORAGE 

Building Information Models (BIM) [13] are a well-known standard in today’s planning, construction and 
maintenance of public buildings. They are even obligatory in many European countries. They have 
undergone an immense amount of research and try to capture most information about a building in one 

                                                           
1
 https://www.facebook.com/Wattalyst 
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model. This model contains information on the architectural layout of the buildings, such as the positions of 
walls, windows doors and other parts of the building. Additionally properties of the parts can be stored. 
Furthermore, the BIM contains data on the used material down to single bolts and screws used during the 
assembly of the building. This information is used for visualizing buildings before construction with CAD 
Tools. Furthermore, the BIM is used by constructors during the construction phase of the building. During 
operation the BIM can store data on maintenance cycles for elements of the building. This concept was 
extended in the COOPERATE Project2 to a Neighbourhood Information Model (NIM), loosely based on the 
Semanco [14] and the Internet of Things (IoT) [15] data models. A neighbourhood differs from a building in 
a way that it contains multiple buildings and connections between building, being pathways, power- or 
waterlines. Additional infrastructure like parking spaces, roads, traffic lights and so on can be present in a 
neighbourhood. In a NIM multiple BIMs and the additional elements are captured. Key concept is the meta-
model character and thus its extensibility at runtime. Hence, it is possible to integrate heterogeneous data 
models of different buildings and systems at different granularities. Moreover, the NIM allows for 
interconnections between buildings to model neighbourhood elements, such as pipes within a 
neighbourhood. Figure 3.3 shows a NIM based on a certain meta-model. The NIM element at the top is the 
starting point and encapsulates the whole NIM model. With the identifier attribute it is possible to 
reference a concrete neighbourhood. A NIM-Component represents either a Category or an Entity. A 
Category serves as a composite structure [16]. It groups NIM-Components and can have sub-elements in 
form of either Categories or Entries. This architecture is the basis for modelling at different levels of 
granularity. Furthermore, it allows for symbolic linking to other categories and even entries via a unique 
identifier. Details of the NIM are shown in the public available Deliverable D1.7 “Report detailing the final 
Neighbourhood Information Model architecture” [17] and in [6]. 
 

 
Figure 3.3 NIM metamodel, taken from [17] 

 
 
Figure 3.4 shows a detailed view on the Entry element of the NIM metamodel. Modelling elements that are 
not further split into sub-elements are modelled as Entries. The most important feature of an Entry is the 
capability to store Values. Apart from its attribute each value stores its time of creation. The forecasts 
association enables one Entry to store different Forecasts at the same time. If different forecast algorithms 
result in different forecasts, each Forecast can be stored as a separate set of values with the 
sourceidentifier containing the name of the algorithm. This distinction in forecasts is needed since there is 
typically not only one forecast for a single entry but multiple that need to be represented in the data 
model. The ValueRange defines an upper and lower border for all valid values stored for this Entry. 

                                                           
2
 http://cooperate-fp7.eu/ 

http://cooperate-fp7.eu/
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Additionally, an Entry contains several meta elements, such as name, representing a short name of the 
Entry, unique identifier, long name, description, author, contact name, URL, domain, tags, license 
information and reuse options. We intentionally do not go through all the available fields of the available 
classes, since they might be used by some data sources but are not obligatory. A very detailed and step by 
step walkthrough through all the available fields can be found in the public available reference [17]. Apart 
from this metadata additional data to enable privacy and security is contained in the NIM data model. This 
is enabled via the physical location, permissions and agreed usages fields. The type of a value is split into 
several subtypes. A value can be a numeric, boolean, string, enum, date, sensor or unit value. Details on the 
different fields and the subtypes can be found in Deliverable D1.7 “Report detailing the final 
Neighbourhood Information Model architecture” [17] and in [6]. 
 

 
Figure 3.4 Entry element in the NIM metamodel, taken from [17] 

 
Within the OPTi project the NIM stores topology information in use cases UC-01, UC-02, UC-05, UC-08. It is 
used as a data model and realises the Modelling information for the Data Storage Component. 
For using the NIM within the OPTi project a set of necessary Entries has to be defined in order be able to 
store semantically meaningful data under semantically meaningful entry names. Thus the meta-model 
nature of the NIM is used to store entries that have a given name. Within OPTi we need to store 
information on Pipes, Nodes and Consumers. 
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Figure 3.5 Visualisation of DHC Network Model 

 
Figure 3.5 shows the visualisation of a small part of the DHC network model. The network model consists of 
Pipes for transportation of energy, Nodes to connect model elements and Consumer. Each Pipe has one 
connected Node at both endpoints. The position of a Consumer or Pipe endpoint is defined by the 
connection to a Node. Each Node has coordinates. In this way the physical expansion of the whole network 
is modelled. In order to store these new elements in the NIM we define a set of Entries that are stored. The 
following tables list those entries for Consumer, Pipes and Nodes. 
 
 
Entries for Consumer: 

Entry Name Valuetype Unit Description 

Id String  Unique identifier for each consumer needed for the system to 
be able to identify a consumer 

Node_id String  Identifier of the node to where the consumer is connected 

Object_type String  Object type code, defined by the net owner. Used for 
identification and dimensioning purposes 

P_nom Numeric W Nominal power of the consumer 

M_flow_nom Numeric kg/s Nominal water flow for the consumer 

P_avg Numeric W Measured average power over a year 

M_flow_nom Numeric kg/s Measured average water flow over a year 

V_pipes Numeric m³ Volume of water for the consumer and its included piping on 
the primary side 

Kv_pipes Numeric m³/√Bar Flow resistance coefficient for the consumer and its included 
piping 

K_pipes Numeric W/°C Heat leakage for the including pipes in the consumer 

Address String  Postal address of the consumer for identification purposes 

comment String  Comments 

Table 3.1 Entries for a Consumer 
 
Entries for Pipe: 

Entry Name Valuetype Unit Description 

Id String  Unique identifier for the pipe, needed for the system to 
be able to identify a pipe 

Node_id_start String  Identifier of the node where the pipe starts from 

Node_id_end String  Identifier of the node where the pipe ends 

z Numeric m Elevation in meters of the pipe calculated from start to 
end of pipe, where positive values means rising elevation 

Vs Numeric m³ Volume of the supply pipe 

Vr Numeric m³ Volume of the return pipe 
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Kvs Numeric m³/√Bar Flow resistance coefficient of the supply pipe. 

Kvr Numeric m³/√Bar Flow resistance coefficient of the return pipe 

Ks Numeric W/°C Heat leakage coefficient for the supply pipe 

Kr Numeric W/°C Heat leakage coefficient for the return pipe 

Dmin Numeric m Minimum internal diameter of the pipes 

Dmax Numeric m Maximum internal diameter of the pipes 

Comment String  Comments 

Table 3.2 Entries for a Pipe 
Entries for Node: 

Entry Name Valuetype Unit Description 

Id String  Unique identifier for each node needed for the system to 
be able to identify a node. 

x Numeric m x-coordinate in an arbitrarily metric grid 

y Numeric m y-coordinate in an arbitrarily metric grid 

z Numeric m z-coordinate in an arbitrarily metric grid 

X_rel Numeric m x-coordinate after shifting the x-origin to the smallest x-
value of all Nodes in the grid 

Y_rel Numeric m y-coordinate after shifting the y-origin to the smallest y-
value of all Nodes in the grid 

Z_rel Numeric m z-coordinate after shifting the z-origin to the smallest z-
value of all Nodes in the grid 

Comment String  Comments 

Table 3.3 Entries for a Node 
 
This is the preliminary status of the entries stored in the DHC network model developed within this project 
in Task 4.3 Physical Systems Modelling. Deliverable 4.3 Dynamic physical system modelling developed 
within this project will go in deeper detail of DHC network modelling. After presenting an adaptation of the 
Neighbourhood Information Model to the OPTi problem space and defining new entries, we will now 
consider the generic model storage and explain its use in more detail in the next section. 
 
The Topology Model Storage implements the Modelling information from the Storage Layer. The Use Cases 
UC-01, UC-02, UC-05, and UC-08 and participating Components use the Topology Model Storage. This 
Storage makes the information from buildings in DHC Real from the Real Layer available.  

3.3 GENERIC MODEL STORAGE 

The OPTi framework makes use of several tools to model various elements of the DHC network. Some of 
these tools prohibit the storage of customised model schemes like the previously described network model. 
To overcome this hurdle, the Data Management Component in the OPTi framework offers a Generic Model 
Storage where tools can send and receive models on file level. 
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Figure 3.6 Generic model 
 
All modelling tools used in OPTi framework are able to encode developed models in a file in the computers 
filesystem. The Generic Model Storage makes use of the file to distribute the model for all OPTi 
Components. A Model is identified uniquely by combination of name and version. The name attribute 
contains the name and the version attribute contains the version of the Model. The content of the Model is 
stored in the content attribute. 

 

The Generic Model Storage is widely used in OPTi framework, it implements the logical Storages Control & 
Optimization information, Operational information, Consumption profiles, User contracts and 
demographics, and External context data. The Optimisation and Control Component mainly stores Control & 
Optimization information in form of models created with MATLAB. In the same way the Economic 
Modelling Component stores, loads, and updates MATLAB models in the Generic Model Storage describing 
User contracts, Consumption profiles and demographics. Because of the wide area of application of the 
Generic Model Storage this storage can also be used by the Simulation Layer to make log files from 
simulation runs available.  

 

3.4 VIRTUAL KNOB STORAGE 

In Task 5.3 Automated DR algorithms within this project the Virtual Knob for measuring user comfort is 
developed. The Data Management Component supports this measurement of user comfort with a 
dedicated storage well suited for collecting user ratings via the Virtual Knob. The data structure in Figure 
3.7 shows which information is send to the Data Management Component by the Virtual Knob.  

 

Figure 3.7 Virtual Knob data structure 
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The PollRating contains the basic information. The attribute location contains a string identifier of the 
location the PollRating was collected for. In OPTi framework it was agreed on a special format of the 
location identifier: 

“<<unit0>>.<<unit1>>. … .<<unitN>>”, 

where <<unit(N+1)>> is always physically contained in <<unitN>>. An example location identifier could 
be “Lulea.LuleaEnergi.Floor0”. This format supports the evaluation of the PollRatings with different 
hierarchy levels of the physical units. The time attribute contains the time when the rating was done. The 
serverTime attribute, set by the Data Management Component, contains the time when the PollRating was 
persisted. Storing the different times helps detecting time issues on the Virtual Knob devices. Experience 
from the Wattalyst project has shown that time issues on embedded devices or tablet computers are likely 
to appear. The rating value itself is stored in the rating attribute. The data format is extensible to support 
special campaigns where the user is asked for more detailed context information. Arbitrary many additional 
information can be added to a PollRating through the connection to Value. The set of all Values attached to 
one PollRating can act like a Key/Value store. 

The Virtual Knob Storage implements the Virtual knob interaction data in the Data Storage Component as 
depicted in Figure 2.2. The data access APIs implemented in the Virtual Knob Storage are used by the 
Virtual Knob from the Real Layer and the components in the OPTi framework evaluating measured user 
comfort.  
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4 PLATFORM DESIGN 

To better understand the Data Management Component, this chapter provides a detailed overview of its 
single subsystems. It relates to chapter 3 in terms that data adhering to the presented data models has to 
be stored in different storages. We first present the overall architecture of the Data Management 
Component followed by the different database schemes for the single storages. Subsequently, the data 
management component interfaces as well as the offered API are presented. 

4.1 IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

This section introduces the overall Data Management Component`s architecture together with the 
necessary database schemes for each single storage. First, the architecture is presented followed by a 
detailed description of the database schemes 

4.1.1 Software Components 

 

 
Figure 4.1 Component Architecture of Data Management 

For each storage subsystem one independent component in the Data Management Component is 
established. Additionally, there is a component to support authentication for access to the storage 
components. Figure 4.1 shows the architectural overview of the overall Data Management Component. 
Each storage component implements a part of the Data Management Component API that is offered to all 
components of the OPTi framework.  
 
The access is secured with user access rights. The Authorisation Database is a central database for user 
accounts, defining access rights for the APIs of the storage components. As shown in Figure 4.1, each 
storage component uses the authorisation database to validate requests to its interface. 
 

4.1.2 DB Schemas and Storage Systems 

Each of the storages uses appropriate databases internally to persist incoming data.  
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Figure 4.2 Database schema for the Sensor Storage 

 
Figure 4.2 shows the database schema for the Sensor Storage. As already mentioned in Section 3.1 the 
Sensor Storage uses a relational database for the information sensor and attached locations. This kind of 
database is not suitable for the huge datasets as they appear in the attached set of values for a sensor. The 
sensor as it is stored in the database holds a reference to the HDF storage, which contains a triple of 
timestamp, type of value, and value. Table 4.1 shows the schema used to store values in the HDF. Each 
entry in HDF consists of the triple  

<<TIMESTAMP>>, <<ValueType>>, and <<value>>.  
 

As mentioned in Figure 3.1 the field <<ValueType>> can be one of NumericValue, BooleanValue, 
MissingValue, BadValue. The <<value>> field is interpreted accordingly to <<ValueType>> as double, 
boolean or as empty value. 
 

Generic HDF Schema <<TIMESTAMP>> : <<ValueType>> : <<value>> 

Example entry 2016-02-24_16-02-25 : NumericValue : 2.5 

Table 4.1 HDF Schema for Sensor Values 
 
 
 
The Topology Model Storage and the Virtual Knob Storage use relational databases to persist the topology 
models/PollRatings. The logical view on the database schema for the topology model is shown in Figure 4.3, 
it shows which data types are used for the columns. With this schema it is possible to access the Topology 
Models with the entries described in Section 3.2. The database schema for the Virtual Knob Storage is 
depicted in Figure 4.5. This database schema enables the Virtual Knob Storage to provide and persist user 
feedback. 
 
 

Relational Database HDF
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Figure 4.3 Database schema for Topology Model Storage 

The Generic Model Storage stores arbitrary models from different modelling tools. To support a wide 
variety of models a twofold storage schema is used. On the one hand for the metadata like name, version, 
and content_location a relational database is used. The database schema is depicted in Figure 4.4. This 
supports the Generic Model Storage with fast search methods for concrete models. On the other hand the 
content of the model is stored apart from the database on a separate filesystem. This enables the model 
storage to have straightforward access to model content.  
 

 
Figure 4.4 Database schema for Generic Model Storage 

 
 
Figure 4.5 shows the database schema used to persist the PollRating data produced by the Virtual Knob. 
Each entry in the value table must have a reference to exactly one PollRating entry. As there can be 
multiple Values referenced to a single PollRating, the connection from PollRating to Value in Figure 3.7 can 
be represented.  

 
Figure 4.5 Database schema for Virtual Knob Storage 

 

Relational Database Filesystem
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4.2 DATA MANAGEMENT COMPONENT INTERFACE 

The Data Management Component has an interface, which can be used by other OPTi framework 
components to access the provided storage functionality. The interface is divided into two sub interfaces: 
an API and the Import/Export interface. The API is used to access the functionality programmatically while 
the Import/Export interface is used for interaction with data in specific formats such as mail or CSV files. In 
the following both parts of the interface parts are detailed. 

4.2.1 API  

Each component of the Data Management Component provides its own API, allowing the comfortable 
access to its functionality. As shown in Figure 4.1 (parts of) the APIs of all components with the exception of 
the Authorisation Database provided by the Data Management Component can be accessed.. A brief 
description of the API resulting from all storage components, the mapping to the API of a storage 
component and a description of the actions resulting by invoking the API are described below. 

API method Responsible 
Storage 
Component 

Resulting action 

getPollRatingByLocation(String 
location): PollRating 

Virtual Knob 
Storage 

Returns the PollRating object for the 
given location. Returns null if no 
PollRating objects exists with given 
location. 

storePollRating(PollRating pr) Virtual Knob 
Storage 

Stores the given PollRating object.  

getAllSensorData(String uuid): 
SensorData 

Sensor Storage Returns all sensor data available for the 
sensor with the given uuid. Returns null if 
no such sensor exists. 

getSensorData(String uuid, 
Date from, Date to): 
SensorData 

Sensor Storage Returns the SensorData available for the 
sensor with the given uuid within the time 
interval between the provided dates. 
Returns null if no such sensor exists or an 
invalid time range is given. 

storeSensorData(String uuid, 
SensorData data) 

Sensor Storage Stores the given SensorData for the sensor 
with the given uuid. 

getTopologyModel(long 
topologyId): TopologyModel 

Topology Model 
Storage 

Returns the TopologyModel with the given 
id.  

storeTopologyModel(TopologyMod
el topology) 

Topology Model 
Storage 

Stores the given TopologyModel. 

updateTopologyModel(TopologyMo
del topology) 

Topology Model 
Storage 

Updates an existing representation of the 
TopologyModel. 

getModel(String name, String 
Version): Model 

Generic Model 
Storage 

Returns the model with the given name and 
version. Returns null if no such model exist 
with that name and version. 

storeModel(Model model) Generic Model 
Storage 

Stores the given model.  

 
In addition to the described API the Data Management Component has an additional interface providing 
import and export capabilities regarding the Sensor Storage from and to specific formats. This interface is 
realised using the interface of the Sensor Storage. The Sensor Storage must provide this additional interface 
to be able to connect to the sensor networks deployed at the pilots. The interface and a description with its 
functionality and the involved formats are described below. Apart from this addition the model storage 
data are exchanged via WebService communication only and thus no additional import and export 
capabilities are required. 
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Import Interface: 
Additional possibilities to send Sensor Data to the Data Management Component are transportation by 
email or FTP. Special email addresses can be assigned to the Sensor Storage. Emails send to this addresses 
are automatically imported by the Sensor Storage in preconfigured time intervals. Import over FTP works in 
a similar way. A folder on a FTP server can be connected with the Sensor Storage. Files containing the 
Sensor Data and stored in such a folder are imported by the Sensor Storage in preconfigured time intervals. 
The way the Sensor Data, included in the emails, is formatted must be uniform over time for each email 
address connected to the Sensor Storage. The same holds for Sensor Data files in the folders of the FTP 
server. The concrete format can be configured per email address or per folder on the FTP server. The data 
format preferred by the Sensor Storage is shown in Figure 4.6. It is based on the comma separated values 
(CSV) format. The first four rows contain information about the sensors. Sensors are arranged in columns. 
The row gltId denotes the name of the sensor. The rows minLimit and maxLimit define the range of valid 
values for this sensor. Unit denotes the physical quantity the sensor is measuring. From row five onwards 
the timestamped values for each sensor are listed. 
 

gltId            ;sensor1 ;sensor2 ;sensor3 
minLimit         ;0.0     ;        ;0.0 
maxLimit         ;2000.0  ;        ;14.007 
unit             ;kWh     ;kWh     ;m³/s 
01.01.2015 00:00 ;9.997   ;11.779  ;13.449 
01.01.2015 00:15 ;9.997   ;11.779  ;13.449 
01.01.2015 00:30 ;10.007  ;11.621  ;13.404 
01.01.2015 00:45 ;10.003  ;11.633  ;13.395 
01.01.2015 01:00 ;2.667   ;11.572  ;13.437 
01.01.2015 01:15 ;7.326   ;11.716  ;13.567 
01.01.2015 01:30 ;9.997   ;11.553  ;13.419 
01.01.2015 01:45 ;2.667   ;11.426  ;13.145 
01.01.2015 02:00 ;7.341   ;11.366  ;13.202 
01.01.2015 02:15 ;9.995   ;11.563  ;13.301 
01.01.2015 02:30 ;10.521  ;11.611  ;13.489 
01.01.2015 02:45 ;10.151  ;11.728  ;13.43 
01.01.2015 03:00 ;10.002  ;11.824  ;13.408 
 

Figure 4.6 Preferred data format for Sensor Data import 
 
 
Export Interface: 
The Data Management Component also offers the possibility to export Sensor Data into CSV files. The 
format used for the export is independent from the format used for import of the Sensor Data. The format 
presented in Figure 4.6 is used for export of Sensor Data.  
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5 QUALITY OF SERVICE 

As elucidated in Section 2, several components within the OPTi framework generate, store, or update data 
which is handled in central storage repositories and rely on robust strategies to cope with potential failures 
and data losses. Each of the following sections describes risks and strategies for a distinct architectural 
layer of the implemented system to ensure an acceptable level of reliability, robustness, and availability for 
the research activities carried out during the project. 

 

Figure 5.1 System Architecture Layers 
 

5.1 INFRASTRUCTURE (SERVER HARDWARE) 

The infrastructure level refers to basic computing resources such as storage, network and basic 
computation for operating the storage stack. 

Risk analysis 

Hardware/Infrastructure failures which may lead to unavailability of deployed services typically arise from: 

 broken hardware components 

 sudden power supply outtakes 

 network connectivity failures / interruptions 

Due to failures or heavy loads the system operation can be constrained by: 

 disk space limitations 

 memory limitations 

 CPU resource limitations 

Strategies 

As depicted in Figure 5.2, the system is comprised of several virtual computing nodes which are operated in 
an isolated private IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) cloud. This allows abstracting from single hardware 
components and therefore to implement fast failover strategies. A backup of all data stored in the different 
data storages is executed daily. Images containing the operating system and software platform for each 
computing node are backed up, too. Backup files are stored in the University’s backup system which is 
located in a separate building. 
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Figure 5.2 Private Cloud which hosts the Storage System 
 

 

A monitoring system is installed on all computing nodes and reports problems / alerts via emails or even 
short messages to cell phones of system operators. The monitoring system tracks the status of system 
uptime, network connectivity, hard disk health status, hard disk load factor, memory usage, CPU usage for 
each computing node. Support contracts with hardware providers ensure replacement of broken parts in 
cases of permanent failure within one workday at most. 

This strategy enables: 

 Fast detection of infrastructure problems. 

 Recovery from infrastructure failures as the virtual computing nodes can be easily moved / 
redeployed on spare machines even under operation. 

 Images for compute nodes as well as data can be recovered from backups within few hours. 

 Flexibility and Performance by using load balancing strategies and additional IaaS resources which 
can be provisioned on-the-fly to cope with peak loads e.g. during intense pilot experiments. 

In summary, we assume the time to execute a full disaster recovery to be less than one workday. 

5.2 BUSINESS LEVEL: DATA HANDLING 

The most crucial aspect of the storage system is to ensure data integrity, i.e. accuracy and consistency of 
stored data. 

Risk analysis 

Experience shows that a distributed sensor infrastructure is prone to errors: 

 Malfunctioning sensors report unreasonable readings, either from the measurement of the physical 
quantity or the time information from the sensor-internal clock. 

 Data gaps due to connectivity problems: sensors may not be able to upload their readings to local 
data aggregators or further propagation to the central storage fails which leads to as significant loss 
of information. 

Strategies 

In order to avoid a complete data loss and to enable disaster recovery, raw sensor readings are stored 
redundantly at the following locations: 

 Servers located at the trial sites Luleå and Mallorca 

 Temporary information exchange systems like FTP server or IMAP Account (up to one month of 
data, as these storages are not designed for mass data). 

 For the complete project lifetime: All transmitted data is stored in CSV format in servers in Aachen 
as a local cache. 

Infrastructure Layer

Private IaaS Cloud Separate Backup System
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Disaster recovery for all data storages is provided by running daily backups for all storage backends. 

The following strategies assure data integrity on time series data: 

 All time series data are automatically inspected twice a day to allow early detection of data gaps or 
update problems, errors are reported immediately via mail or an error status webpage. 

 All incoming sensor readings are validated with respect to valid timestamps (e.g. no future 
timestamps) or simple outlier detection, if a valid value range was specified for a sensor. 

 Data faults can be repaired by overriding sensor readings with a reimport of raw data in a specified 
timeframe. 

Data integrity for all other types of data is provided by using checksums. 

 

5.3 SERVICE PROVISIONING: OPERATION AND LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT 

OPTi is an agile research project. As such, the OPTi system requires the need to adapt, improve, and extend 
the developed software implementation to align the system to new requirements or simply to allow bug 
fixing. New releases or updates of the system(s) have to be deployed during continuous operation. 

Risk analysis 

 System updates can lead to service interruptions 

 Software problems may particularly occur during heaving load. 

 Security patches to the operating system can lead to kernel problems, and thus cause software 
incompatibility. 

 

Strategies 

As mentioned in section 5.1, the system is operated on a scalable and flexible cloud application stack. This 
allows adapting to peak demands as well as to execute failover strategies and hot-standby: a failover 
strategy can select upon simultaneously running standby systems. Furthermore, the complete stack is 
deployed as a test system. In addition to hardware monitoring, the availability of the deployed access 
services is checked frequently to detect unplanned software downtimes. The system can automatically 
restart services or reboot single computing nodes when necessary. 

The following maintenance strategies are implemented for updating/upgrading the system: 

 Automated updates of the involved operating systems are only allowed for security patches of 
highest priority. Every other security update is applied manually and on the test infrastructure first. 
Non-security updates are only applied if required by the implemented software system. 

 The software quality itself is assured by unit and integration testing which are automatically 
executed in a continuous integration environment 

 New version of the storage systems are deployed on the test system first. Staging to the production 
system is executed after all integration tests are passed and after one day of flawless operation in 
the test environment. 

 The production system is cloned before deploying the new software version. The detached 
previous production system is kept as a hot-standby for at least 2 days before being removed.  
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5.4 STATUS WEBPAGE 

The actual health status of the system and the data is provided on a website which is accessible for all OPTi 
partners. 

Indicators are deployed for the following categories 

 Overall system status 

 Data import status and timestamp of last successful data import 

 List of last sensor value timestamps (updated every 4 hours) 

 Detected data integrity problems (showing a list of affected sensors per pilot site) 
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6 CONCLUSION 

Within the Deliverable “Data modelling and management” we presented the Data Management & Storage 
Layer of the OPTi framework enabling centralised integration of heterogeneous data. 

By recapitulating the overall architecture and presenting the five different layers in the OPTi architecture 
we extracted the connections between the single layers. The Data Management & Storage Layer is 
potentially accessed by all components of the OPTi framework, but especially the Real Layer and the 
Modelling Layer rely heavily on the Data Management & Storage Layer.  

Within the Data Management & Storage Layer two different components were presented: the Data 
Management Component and the Data Storage Component. The first component is responsible for 
providing an API to the Modelling Layer and to the Real Layer. It also contains data analysis and integrity 
checking functionality in order to ensure data quality. The latter component contains several data storages 
that store different kinds of data and interconnections between this data. This introduction was followed 
by an analysis of the existing scenarios from a data management point of view which has shown necessary 
data storage, access, and data model capabilities. 

We then took up the overall architecture and the scenarios in order to define data models suitable to 
enable the scenarios in chapter 3. We presented a data model for each kind of data. We have shown a data 
model for the sensor storage, the topology model storage, the generic model storage, and the Virtual Knob 
storage. We took existing data models into account and reused already defined data models from previous 
research projects. Extensions and adaptations specific to the OPTi project were made to these models. 

Afterwards, we introduced in chapter 4, the platform design by showing the overall system architecture 
and how the different storages are interconnected. For each storage component we presented the 
corresponding database schema and the component interfaces. Via these interfaces the storage 
components communicate with each other and with other layers. To illustrate this communication, we 
provided a detailed list of API functionality offered by the system. 

Special effort has been put into the quality of service, detailed in chapter 5. For each level  infrastructure, 

business or service  we performed a risk analysis and listed the most critical risks. We then provided 
strategies to manage these risks, either manually or automatically. Finally, the status of the overall system 
is shown continuously on a webpage accessible for every partner of the project. 

This deliverable forms the foundation for a robust and performant Data Management Component for the 
OPTi framework tailored to the Data Management needs of the other OPTi framework components. 
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